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Main Points
• Qualitative interviews with women and minorities in Portland,
Oregon reveal complex barriers to routine cycling, ranging from
minor everyday challenges to overtly negative experiences with
harassment and discrimination.
• Cycling mobilities are linked to overlapping racial, gender and class
identities; efforts to increase bike ridership must acknowledge the
unique challenges different groups face.
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Research Context: Portland, OR
• Population of 620,000
• 2013: 7.2% of commuters
traveled to work by bike; highest
bike commute rate in the nation.

World Naked Bike Ride
Tweed Ride

• 2016: Bicycling Magazine
ranked it 3rd most “bikefriendly” city in the U.S.
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Cirque Du Cycling Event

• Cultural events around cycling
are part of city identity
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Previous Research
• Identity and Cycling
• Disparities in Rates of Cycling

• Critical Questions Remain…
Qualitative Data can help to
illuminate how
race/class/gender identities
impact motivations and
obstacles to routine cycling

Research Questions & Methods
• Primary Research Question: What are the barriers to
routine/utilitarian/ everyday bicycling for women and minorities
(who already own a bike)?
• Research Method:
• Stratified participant recruitment to ensure a diverse population
• Criteria: Non-commuters who own a bike and ride at least once/month
(“infrequently”)

• In-depth qualitative interviews (26 analyzed to date; 4 remaining)
• Inductive coding of interviews to look for common themes and trends

Participant Demographics
• 5 mixed-race women
• 3 African American women
• 4 Latina women
• 10 white women
• 1 American Indian
• 3 men of color (2 African
American; 1 Latino)

• All but one participant was
employed
• Wide range of educational
attainment from
trade/vocational school to
graduate degree holders
• Youngest participant was 22,
oldest was 60. Mean: 38 years

Key Finding: Range of Obstacles
Physical Obstacles
•Weather
•Repairs
•Appearance/Clothing
•Economic (gear)
•Infrastructure & safety concerns
•Urban Growth: Broad economic
changes in the city (gentrification)

Social Obstacles
• Reproductive Labor
• Racial Discrimination
• Gender Harassment
• Lack of Community

Reproductive/ Household Labor Demands
• “This is totally, I think, a feminist issue and
why…women don’t ride bikes as much. Because we
are, very often, the ones who are responsible for
childcare and child pick up and grocery shopping,
which is more difficult to do for a family on a
bike…when you start having those family
responsibilities you don’t have as many choices about
transportation, when you’re a privileged person such
as myself.” –Evelyn

• “Being a mother…and always having to schlep all that
stuff around... it makes it not fun. And then being a
mother, it’s a timing thing. If it’s past a certain time, I
don’t have time to ride my bike to work…I might have
intentions, like ‘I’m going to ride my bike tomorrow,
and get everything ready,’ and then the morning gets
away from me.”- Janet

Emily Finch of Portland, with 6 children

Racial Discrimination
• Interviewer: “Do you avoid riding at night mostly
because of cars?”
• Janae: “I don’t ride at night because of police
officers, and possibly getting stopped, and possibly
getting shot, so, that’s really the bottom line to be
honest. Not just the rush hour traffic, but the racial
profiling.”
• I: “Do you feel safe while cycling?”
• Janae: “No.”
• I: “No. Ever?”
• Janae: “I do sometimes, but I know when police pass
me, I immediately…do inventory: I’ve got my lights, got
my helmet, everything’s to where they can’t find a
reason to pull me over. And I’ve even been stopped
and asked if my bike was stolen because it’s a highend bike.”
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Gender Harassment
• “I've had a lot of experiences, not just like cat calling
or yelling out the window, but there is a lot of that,
and a lot of like…I'm constantly told how my ass
looks, and people slowing down trying to have a
conversation, getting cut off the road because
someone thinks it's fun to make me feel more
anxious.”- Katie
• “One particular time (and this has happened many
times)…a friend and I were riding up North Denver
Avenue and these guys passed us [and when] we
came up to a stoplight…then they started revving up…
[and] as they passed, they were like ‘I wanna grab
your ass! I wanna grab your ass!’ and they were
leaning out of the window as [the road narrowed].
And I was like, ‘Oh my god, I’m going to get smashed
into the parked cars over here.’ And that’s just very
negative.” -Margaret

Portland Sprockettes Summer Bike Camp

Lack of Diverse Bike Community
• “[In] Portland, [minorities are] always going
to be surrounded by people who does not
look like us…on the bus, in the workplace, in
the streets, like in the bike paths too…I have
to constantly have to be proving that I’m not
biking because I’m doing something that
White people do.”- Miguel
• “There needs to be a way that women, in cycling, are
legitimized. That we belong here. It’s for us
too…maybe there’s a lane that’s like ‘it’s okay to be
who you are. You don’t have to wear Spandex in this
lane, or be skinny or, you know, be in the best shape
you’ve ever been in. But I think the fact that women
don’t ride in as large of numbers is by design. I think
it could be solved through design.” -Robin
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Interventions to Increase Diverse Ridership
• “Bike Buddies”
• Increased Visibility (other riders, images)
• Infrastructure for all levels of ridership
• Cyclist & drivers education: sharing the road

“If [people] see other women biking,
hopefully, it would like… encourage
or inspire others. I mean, the same
thing with being a person of color,
like the other women of color would
be like, oh, she’s doing that.
Like, ‘I can do that.’” -Ana

Summary
• Physical barriers to ridership for women and minorities are
significant
• Complex social barriers linked to fears/experiences of harassment
and discrimination, gendered division of labor, and a lack of
community support for diverse bike ridership limit motivations for
biking amongst women and minorities.
• Cycling mobilities are linked to overlapping racial, gender and class
identities; efforts to increase bike ridership must acknowledge the
unique challenges different groups face.

The Ideal Biking Scenario
“…It’ll be sunny but a little overcast so that there’s not sun in my
eyes, or making me hot, and…I’ll go down Sandy to Voodoo
Donuts…and I have the bike lane on Sandy and no cars almost hit
me, no cars yell at me, no guys say ‘hey baby’, and there’s not other
biker telling me that I’m too slow, and I see on this side of the street
a whole bunch of other bikers, like maybe a Mexican lady, a Black
lady, a Chinese guy, a Pacific Islander chick…and a white guy in
there, so all different types of people. And then I see in front of me,
there’s a family maybe, like a dad and a mom and little kids…and I’ll
go to Voodoo Donuts and there is no line, and I’ll have my donut, and
I’ll go home with the same exact stuff happening. That’s the best.”Tara

Thank you.
Email: alubitow@pdx.edu
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